STAT1 gene expression in cervical carcinomas.
Expression of the STAT1 gene belonging to the group of interferon-regulated genes was analyzed in cervical tumors and cell lines harboring the genome of human papilloma viruses (HPV) of so-called high risk group. Expression of this gene in invasive carcinomas was maintained on a definite level that was not significantly distinct from that in adjacent normal (control) tissue. Tumors from different patients differ from each other by expression level of the STAT1 gene. These variations can be attributed to the heterogeneity of tumor cell population and different ratio between normal and tumor cells, as well as to putative persistence of intra-individual variability of STAT1 expression in normal cell population. It was demonstrated that viral genome status (episomal or integrative) did not influence STAT1 gene transcription. In conclusion, these data demonstrate that the STAT1 gene is expressed in an individual and specific manner both in HPV-positive cervical tumors and cell lines harboring transforming genes of these viruses.